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Mindanao, After A Month of Devastation  
Sphere Assessment Case Studies  
 
 
WASH Case Studies  
 
“ Sometimes I drink from the river because we do not 
have anymore supply of drinking water,” shares Rene 
Luna of Tambo village located at the river side in 
Cagayan de Oro City.  
 
Potable drinking water remains a need in all areas 
visited however the need is much more to those who 
are outside evacuation centers. In Tambo, affected 
families are still hesitant to drink water from the 
faucet because of the stomach problems that they 
experience. Also, the provision of drinking water has 
started to become scarce resulting to some like Rene 

to drink dirty water to quence their thirst.  
 
The situation prompted affected persons to buy water 
to drink but since they are struggling financially, 
providing this basic need is almost impossible. For a 
family of three members, one water container only lasts for two days. “ I buy small bottled water for 
my grandchildren because they do not like the water from the faucet. They always have stomach 
problems and even I also experience it after drinking river water,” Rene lamented. 
 
Cases of diarrhea and other water-borne diseases like leptospiros are gradually coming up. Intervention 
to address this and other health issues is very limited. The affected families did not receive any 
hygiene and sanitation awareness campaign thus, making them even more vulnerable to diseases.  
Health facilities like toilets, washing and bathing area are not also visible in the area. Like Rene, 
majority of the affected families whose dwellings were completely washed out prioritized first their 
makeshift shelters than constructing the said facilities.  
 

The condition is quite similar in temporary relocation 
site and evacuation centers. The only main concern 
of the internally displaced persons from these areas 
is the provision of assistance to those with special 
needs like women, elders, children, and persons with 
disabilty. Toilets in particular are common to both 
gender in evacuation centers and relocation site. “ It 
is hard for my son with disability to use the 
constructed toilet,” laments Magdalina Diegas whose 
son is a limp. Washing areas also not closed making 
women exposed to the public when taking a bath in 
the open.   
 
The above assessment corroborates the latest 
updates from other humanitarian agencies. The 
assistance must now be directed to those with their 

host families and in their makeshift shelters. But while the present condition of affected families varies 
depending on their location, what remains critical for these IDPs is the right assistance that will help 
them meet their day to day needs.  

Services to affected persons with special needs like Joshua Diegas 
are still very limited both inside and outside the evacuation centers. 
Photo by: LWR Philippines 

Affected families in Tambo village are still hesitant to drink water from 
the faucet because  of the stomach problems that they experience. 
Also, the provision of drinking water has started to become scarce 
resulting for some to drink dirty water to quence their thirst. Photo by: 
LWR Philippines 
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Food / Nutrition / Livelihood Case Studies  
 
“ I am worried because we do not have anymore enough food in the coming months,” laments Irish 
Paquera, 23, who is presently staying in her temporary shelter along the street of Tambo village.  
 
Food remains to be the top priority for the flashflood 
affected population. Many have lost their means of 
earnings and so  survivors have only little or no 
opportunity at all to provide themselves with their 
basic needs such as food. “My husband is a tricycle 
driver only and he earns PhP 150.00 ( $3.5) a day. It is 
not adequate for our food and the milk of my child,” 
shared the 23-year old mother. Also, the number of 
humanitarian agencies who provide relief assistance 
are now decreasing in number making the affected 
families even more uncertain of the coming days. “ 
Food ration is now very limited that is why when able, 
we buy our food but it is not as often as we wanted it 
to be. We ask assistance from our neighbors and 
relatives,” Irish shared.  
 
 
 

 
Rice, noodles, and sardines are the commonly 
provided food ration and many have already 
complained about this composition. However, due to 
financial contraints, IDPs have less capacity to buy 
food for a healthy diet.  “I want vegetable and other 
nutritious food as much as possible. I do not have the 
appetite anymore to eat sardines and I do not like 
the variety of rice that they provided. It has bad odor 
and I am worried for the health of my children” 
shares Rosa Gloria from the Calaanan relocation site.  
 
Adding to the picture is the lack of assistance 

particularly on infrastructure related to food 
preparation. Like for Jeann Llanor of Tambo village, 
cooking is done outside of their shelter. “ I just cook 

once for the entire day because it is already very hot to cook at noon time and if it rains during night 
time we usually do not have dinner, “ says Jeann. Cooking utensils are just left outside exposing these 
to dirt and animals roaming around. “Aside from food, I want financial support to construct an indoor 
kitchen,” Jeann stressed.  
 
Affected families have learned to cope on their own to this pressing situation on food. In Irish and 
Jeann’s place in Tambo, some are selling processed food not just to earn but also have something to 
eat should there be some excess at the end of the day. While in Charmie’s area, affected families have 
learned to trade their sardines for vegetables just to deviate from the usual rice-noodles or rice-
sardines menu. “If possible, I want cash assistance to buy milk and healthy food for my children,” 
shared Charmie.  
 
The mentioned sentiments and findings hold true to all visited areas namely evacuation center, 
temporary relocation site and makeshift shelters outside EC. Clearly, the bottomline of this food 

Food ration in Irish’s place has started to become scarce. Her 
husband’s income from driving a tricycle is not adequate enough to 
buy food and milk for her child.  Photo by: LWR Philippines 

Rosa Gloria from tent city in Calaanan village sometimes foregoes 
the food ration because of the long queue.  Photo by: LWR Philippines 
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problem boils down to the ability of the affected population to earn. However, even though they have 
the ability, economic opportunity is limited and livelihood infrastructure was lost and has not yet been 
replenished.  
 
Shelter / NFIs Asessment  
 
The need for shelter is urgently needed for those living inside the evacuation center and with their 
host families or in their makeshift shelters. The affected families in temporary relocation site are much 
more concerned on their potential means of livelihood in the area.  
 
Taking a closer look at Irish again from Tambo 
village, there are four families in all who are 
occupying their makeshift house. “They are my 
relatives and we have decided to help each other in 
constructing the dwelling. We cannot afford to buy 
wood and nails that is why we decided to contribute 
and combine our resources. We salvaged some of the 
wood from our damaged houses and ask some 
plywood from our neighbors for the flooring,” Irish 
shared.  
 
This situation is not easy for Irish and the rest of the 
hundred families whose dwellings are totally washed 
out. “It is really noisy here and we can hardly sleep,” 
adds Irish whose shelter is located near the highway. 
Compounding the already dire condition is the absence of electricity in the village. And what is even 
more painful is the fact that they are uncertain if there is a relocation for them at all. “I do not know 
where to go since we are already prohibited to go back to the riverbank,” Irish lamented.   
 
Uncertainty is also being felt by those who are in the temporary relocation site. “We have no concrete 
idea when we are going to be transferred in permanent relocation site. Some said that its three to six 
months from now. We also do not know the size of our future shelter,” shares Silveria Onpad from Isla 
de Oro. Adding to this concern is the security of the relocation site and the economic opportunity 
needed for them to get back on their feet. “ My husband is participating in the cash for work project in 
the tent city.  But I do not know what happens after the project is finished,” Silveria lamented.  
 

Prioritization of IDPs with totally damaged houses 
and those prohibited from returning to the 
inhabitable/ no build zones remains the key 
challenge apart from the land availability. 
Demolition is ongoing for those IDPs who have 
returned to their places of origin which are already 
declared inhabitable. There is no support yet 
extended to enable these IDPs who are not yet 
relocated in repairing their dwellings. “ Cash would 
be very helpful for us to rebuild our homes and start 
up again our means of livelihood,” suggests Irish.  
 
  
 
 
 

 
 

Together with Irish’s family, three more are occupying this makeshift 
shelter in Tambo village.  Photo by: LWR Philippines 

Silveria narrates how the floodwater swallowed her dwelling and 
small store in Isla de Oro. Now, at tent city, Silveria pleads for cash 
assistance for her to be able to get back on its feet.   Photo by: LWR 
Philippines 
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Health Assessment  
 
“ I only receive vitamins (Ascorbic Acid) from my neighbors when my eldest child experienced 
diarrhea,” shares Jeann of Tambo village.  
 
The health condition of affected families staying 
outside the evacuation center is totally far behind to 
those who are inside the evacuation and relocation 
site. Just like Jeann, medicines and other health 
services are not available making it more difficult for 
IDPs to survive. “ I have not seen any health workers 
roaming around here,” she added.  
 
The situation is even more pressing for those affected 
families whose one or two family members have a 
serious illness and maintaining a prescription. Rene’s 
daughter-in-law is suffering from Parkinson disease 
and she needs to take medicines four times a day. “ 
My son’s earnings for a day worth PhP 300 ($ 7) is not 
really enough for her medicines and the food for my 
children,” Rene’s son lamented.  
 
Compounding the situation is the lack of health consciousness awareness in the village. “ I just heard it 
from one of the programs in the radio,” Irish said. This lack of information does not only limit their 
knowledge on health but also knowledge on existing privileges to flashflood affected families. “ I was 
not able to bring my baby to the heath center since the typhoon strikes because I am afraid that she 
will not be checked up as her health record was flooded,” Irish  narrated.  

Jeann in Tambo village never receive proper support that will help 
ensure the health of her new-born baby.  Photo by: LWR Philippines 


